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Tunneling between two-dimensional electron systems in a high magnetic field:
Role of interlayer interactions

F. D. Klironomos and Alan T. Dorsey
Department of Physics, University of Florida, P.O. Box 118440, Gainesville, Florida 32611-8440

sReceived 26 October 2004; revised manuscript received 25 January 2005; published 29 April 2005d

We calculate the tunneling current for a bilayer quantum Hall system in the interlayer incoherent regime. In
order to capture the strong correlation effects we model the layers as two Wigner crystals coupled through
interlayer Coulomb interactions, treated in the continuum limit. By generalizing previous work by Johansson
and KinaretsJKd, we are able to study the effect of the low energy out-of-phase magnetophonon modes on the
electron “shake-up” which occurs during a tunneling event. We find the tunneling current peak value to scale
with the magnetic field as found by JK; however, we find a different scaling of the peak value with the
interlayer separation, which agrees with the measurements by Eisensteinet al. fPhys. Rev. Lett.74, 1419
s1995dg.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.71.155331 PACS numberssd: 73.43.2f, 73.23.Hk

I. INTRODUCTION

As a consequence of interlayer interactions, bilayer two-
dimensional electron systems can exhibit novel behaviors in
the high magnetic fieldsquantum Halld regime. The virtue of
the bilayer system is that the relative strength of the intra-
layer to the interlayer interactions can be varied; their rela-
tive strengths are characterized by the dimensionless quantity
d/ l, with d the interlayer separation andl the magnetic
length. For example, a balanced bilayer systemsi.e., with
equal densitiesd at total filling factornT=1/2 seach layer in a
n=1/4 stated or nT=1 seach layer in an=1/2 stated exhibits
quantum Hall plateaus which would have been forbidden for
the single layer system.1,2 A spectacular manifestation of in-
terlayer interactions fornT=1 is the onset of spontaneous
interlayer coherence, which occurs for closely spaced layers
swith d/ l ,1.8d. The interlayer coherent regime is character-
ized by a prominent zero bias peak in the tunneling
conductance,3 which disperses with the application of an in-
plane magnetic field.4 Recent transport studies provide com-
pelling evidence that the coherent state can be understood as
a bilayer excitonic condensate.5,6

Here we will focus instead on the tunneling properties in
the incoherentregime. Even in the absence of interlayer co-
herence there are still important effects of the interlayer in-
teractions, in particular the Coulomb barrier peak3,7 which is
observed in the tunneling current–voltage characteristic
sI –Vd. This behavior is a consequence of both the interac-
tions and the electron dynamics in high magnetic fields. A
semiclassical picture is that the electrons in the accepting
layer accommodate a tunneling electron by forming a corre-
lation hole. However, the cyclotron motion of the electrons
in a high magnetic field frustrates the formation of this hole
srather than moving radially outward to form the hole the
electrons in the accepting layer precess, due to the Lorentz
forced, and the tunneling can only proceed if the tunneling
electrons are externally provided with sufficient energy to
overcome this “Coulomb barrier.” The result is a peak in the
tunneling current at a bias equal to the typical Coulomb en-
ergy, such thateV<e/4pea0, wherea0 is the average spac-

ing between electrons. The width and shape of theI –V char-
acteristic will depend upon the interplay of intralayer versus
interlayer interactionssi.e., on the parameterd/ ld, and is the
subject of this paper. The above-described semiclassical pic-
ture is essentially a dynamical version of a static exciton
picture of the tunneling process, first discussed by Eisenstein
et al.,8 in which the tunneling electron and the hole that it
leaves behind combine to form an exciton; hints of the exci-
ton’s existence emerge in shifts of theI –V characteristics
with interlayer spacingsthe Coulomb barrier peak is “red-
shifted” to a lower potential by virtue of the interlayer Cou-
lomb energy −e2/edd.

To study the tunneling current we adopt a model proposed
by Johansson and Kinaret9 sJKd, in which the two-
dimensionals2Dd electron system in each layer is assumed to
have formed a Wigner crystalsWCd. Of course, for the ex-
perimentally realized filling factors the layers are in a liquid
phase; the JK model is only intended to capture the impor-
tant short distance correlations among the electrons, and the
magnetophonon modes of the WC provide a reservoir of low
energy excitations that can dissipate the energy of the tun-
neling electron. In the approach of JK the two layers were
assumed to be noninteracting; we depart from their approach
by incorporating the neglected interlayer interactions. These
interactionsqualitatively change the collective mode struc-
ture of the bilayer system by introducing a gap in the out of
phase magnetophonon mode and by affecting dramatically
the I –V characteristics of the bilayer system since, as we
mentioned earlier, they “redshift” the peak bias values by an
amount proportional to the excitonic energye2/ed. The tun-
neling electron couples to the out-of-phase magnetophonon
mode, and the electronic “shake-up” which accompanies the
tunneling event depends upon the behavior of this mode.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we review
the continuum theory of the single layer WC. In Sec. III we
generalize this to the bilayer case, including both long-range
and short-range correlations between the two layers, and find
the collective modes for the bilayer WC. We also determine
the coupling between a tunneling electron and the collective
modes of the bilayer WC, which can be written as a type of
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spin-boson model.10 Section IV is devoted to the calculation
of the tunneling current, which is expressed in terms of a
correlation function that is determined by solving a linear
integral equation both numerically and with an approximate
analytical method. The solution allows us to qualitatively
reproduce the tunneling current curves and obtain a good
theoretical estimate for the peak bias values. It also repro-
duces the expected peak bias voltage dependence of theI –V
curve with interlayer distance. Many of the details of our
calculations are provided in the appendices.

II. SINGLE LAYER THEORY

We will start by introducing the single layer model, in
which the 2D electron system is assumed to be in a Wigner
crystal state, modeled as an elastic medium with a momen-
tum cut-off of q0=2Îpn0, wheren0 is the single layer den-
sity sthe cut-off is determined by imposing conservation of
the total number of statesd. Of course, for the filling factors
relevant to the tunneling experiments this is not the ground
state of the true system. This simplified approach to the
highly correlated liquid-like state of the electron system
takes care of the short-range correlations among electrons
and creates an abundance of low energy collective excita-
tions, which are needed to relax the local defects created by
tunneling events. In order to describe the system as an elastic
medium we need to introduce the two Lamé coefficientssthe
compressional and shear modulid l, m which are associated
with the energy cost of deformations in the system.11 The
effect of the perpendicular magnetic field is introduced
through the vector potentialA. The Lagrangian that de-
scribes the dynamics of the 2D electron system in the pres-
ence of the perpendicular magnetic field and the intralayer
Coulomb interaction is given by

L = n0E d2rH1

2
mu̇2 − eu̇ ·Asud −

l

2n0
s]iuid2 −

m

4n0
s]mul

+ ]lumd2 +
1

2
n0E d2r8

e2f= ·usr dgf=8 ·usr 8dg
4peur − r 8u J , s1d

wheree is the dielectric constant of the host materialssGaAs
in this cased andu is the electron lattice displacement field.
Notice that for the intralayer Coulomb interaction term we
have used the linear continuous approximation for charge
density fluctuationsdn/n0=−= ·u sthis is correct in the ab-
sence of vacancies and interstitialsd. We choose to work in
the symmetric gaugeAsud=s−Buy/2 ,Bux/2 ,0d where B is
the applied magnetic field. In the absence ofB the eigen-
modes of the elastic medium can be labeled as either longi-
tudinal or transverse; the magnetic field couples those two
modes together and one has to diagonalize the Hamiltonian
of the system anew. Nevertheless it is useful to decompose
the displacement fieldu into transverse and longitudinal
componentsuT and uL. After Fourier–transforming, the
above-mentioned Lagrangian becomes

L = n0E d2q

s2pd2F1

2
mu̇T

2 +
1

2
mu̇L

2 +
1

2
mvcfu̇TuL − u̇LuTg

−
1

2
mvL

2uL
2 −

1

2
mvT

2uT
2G , s2d

where we have defined

vL =ÎcL
2q2 +

e2n0

2me
q, vT = cTuqu, s3d

as the longitudinal and transverse zero magnetic field eigen-
frequencies with

cL = Îsl + 2md/mn0, cT = Îm/mn0, s4d

and vc=eB/m is the cyclotron frequency. If we compare
these modes with the results of Bonsall and Maradudin15 for
a WC with pure Coulomb interactions, we see thatcL is a
higher order correction to the magnetoplasmon contribution
fthe second term on the right-hand side of Eq.s3dg, and can
in most cases be neglected.

We show in Appendix A that the new eigenfrequencies for
the collective modes of the single layer electron system are
given by

v±
2 = 1

2fvc
2 + vT

2 + vL
2g ± 1

2fsvc
2 + vT

2 + vL
2d2 − 4vT

2vL
2g1/2.

s5d

In the zero magnetic field limitsvc=0d the above modes
decouple into pure longitudinal and transverse modes, while
for q→0, the magnetoplasmon modev+→vc, in accordance
with Kohn’s theorem.12 For vc@vL ,vT, the eigenmode fre-
quencies can be expanded as

v+ = vc +
vL

2 + vT
2

2vc
+ Osvc

−3d, s6d

v− =
vLvT

vc
+ Osvc

−3d. s7d

The magnetophonon modev−,q3/2 at long wavelengths, in
agreement with Bonsall and Maradudin.15

III. BILAYER THEORY

We now consider a bilayer system composed of two par-
allel single layersA and B, separated by a distanced, with
the magnetic field normal to the layers. In a continuum
model, the interlayer Coulomb interactions include a long-
range term which accounts for interactions between density
fluctuations in the two layers, and a short-range term which
accounts for the commensuration energy between the WCs in
the two layers. The latter term imposes an energy penalty for
out-of-phase fluctuations of the electron densities in the two
layers, proportional tosuA−uBd2. The Lagrangian for the bi-
layer system is then
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L = LA + LB + n0E d2rF−
1

2

K

n0
suA − uBd2

− n0E d2r8
e2f= ·uAsr dgf=8 ·uBsr 8dg

4peÎsx − x8d2 + sy − y8d2 + d2G , s8d

where LA, LB are the individual single layer Lagrangians
given by Eq.s2d, andK is a “spring constant” for the out-of-
phase fluctuations. When written in terms of the in-phasev
=suB+uAd /2 and out-of-phaseu=uB−uA field displacement
modes, the Lagrangian decouples into independent in-phase
and out-of-phase terms, so that there are two in-phase and
two out-of-phase eigenmodes; the details are included in Ap-
pendix B. The in-phase modes correspond to a uniform trans-
lation of both layers, and are unimportant for the tunneling
processes which are the topic of this paper. The dispersion of
the out-of-phase modes is similar to Eq.s5d and given by

V±
2 = 1

2fvc
2 + VT

2 + VL
2g ± 1

2fsvc
2 + VT

2 + VL
2d2 − 4VL

2VT
2g1/2,

s9d

where

VT
2 = cT

2q2 +
2K

mn0
, s10d

VL
2 = cL

2q2 +
2K

mn0
+

e2n0

2me
qs1 − e−qdd. s11d

Both of these modes are gapped at long wavelengths due to
the short range interlayer couplingK. In the high magnetic
field limit we obtain for the magnetoplasmonsV+d and mag-
netophononsV−d

V+ = vc +
VL

2 + VT
2

2vc
+ Osvc

3d, s12d

V− =
VLVT

vc
+ Osvc

3d. s13d

The fact that the magnetophonon mode is now gapped, con-
trary to the single layer case in which it is gapless, is an
important distinction between the single layer and bilayer
case for the tunneling characteristics.

IV. TUNNELING CURRENT

So far we have developed an elastic theory for the elec-
tronic charge fluctuations in the bilayer system, whose low
energy excitations can provide an energy dissipating mecha-
nism necessary for the system to relax any charge defect
created by tunneling events. What remains to be done is to
couple these collective modes to the tunneling electrons in
the system. Following JK we assume that the tunneling
events are sufficiently infrequent that we may treat them as
occurring independently, and hence develop a model of a
single tunneling electron which is coupled to the WCs in
each layer. Such a model can incorporate the effects of inter-
layer interactionssthrough the bilayer collective modesd, but

not interlayer coherence. The resulting coupling of a tunnel-
ing electron with the magnetophononssthe bilayer charge
density fluctuationsd is a standard electron–phonon coupling
and is further discussed in Appendix C. The final form of the
Hamiltonian is

H = H0 + Hbath+ HT
+ + HT

−, s14d

where

H0 = FeA + io
s

MsAsas
† − asdGcA

†cA

+ FeB + io
s

MsBsas
† − asdGcB

†cB, s15d

Hbath= o
s

"Vsas
†as, s16d

HT
+ = TcA

†cB, HT
− = TcB

†cA. s17d

In the aboveMsAsBd are the electron–magnetophonon cou-
plings andeAsBd the corresponding Madelung energies for the
two Wigner crystal lattices,c andc† are the tunneling elec-
tron annihilation and creation operators,as and as

† are the
annihilation and creation operators for the collective modes,
andT is the interlayer tunneling matrix element.13 The col-
lective modes that couple to a tunneling electron provide a
mechanism to generate a “shake-up” that will relax the de-
fect it has produced and dissipate the extra bias energy the
tunneling electron has acquired.

The tunneling current related to the above-mentioned
Hamiltonian will be derived from Fermi’s golden rule and
has the following form:9

IsVd =
e

"2E
−`

+`

dt eieVt/"kfHT
−std,HT

+s0dgl

=
e

"2E
−`

+`

dtfeieVt/"I7std − e−ieVt/"I±stdg , s18d

where the correlation function definitions are

I7std = kHT
−stdHT

+s0dl,

I±std = kHT
+stdHT

−s0dl, s19d

and the time-dependence is meant in the interaction picture
representation, namely

HT
±std = esi/"dH0tHT

±e−si/"dH0t. s20d

For the calculation of the correlation functions in Eq.s19d
we use the same approach as JK. We assume the tunneling
process is statistically independent from the collective mode
propagation and can thus be averaged independently. For the
statistical averaging of the collective modes we use the
linked cluster expansion method14 which turns out to involve
only one link in the exponential resummation. In Appendix
D we show in more detail how the calculation proceeds. For
the correlation function we obtain
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I7std = ns1 − ndT2Cstd s21d

where

Cstd = expH− o
s

sMsB− MsAd2

s"Vsd2

3fsNs + 1ds1 − e−iVstd + Nss1 − eiVstdgJ , s22d

andNs is the boson thermal occupation number for the col-
lective modes of the system. To get the form of Eq.s19d it
suffices to interchangeA andB in Eq. s22d. Notice that the
in-phase modes drop out from the above correlation function
due to their matrix element propertyMsA=MsB, this is not
the case for the out-of-phase modes which, as we show in the
Appendix, obeyMsA=−MsB.

The experimental temperature range in the tunneling cur-
rent results is of the order of 0.1 K=10−5 eV while the bias
voltage is in the range of mV, so a zero temperature calcula-
tion is appropriate; this simplifies things considerably since
the bosonic occupation numbersNs=0. In addition, due to
the high magnetic field the magnetoplasmon modes will have
a large gap and will not contribute to the electron coupling.
Gathering all this together and switching to dimensionless
units for the momentum integrationsx=q/q0d we find the
following result for the time dependent correlation function:

Cstd = expFE
0

1

dx fsxdse−ivsxdt − 1dG . s23d

In Appendix D we provide the analytic expression for the
weight-functionfsxd, while vsxd is given by Eq.s13d or spe-
cifically by Eq. sD6d. By differentiating Eq.s23d and taking
the Fourier transform we obtain the following equation for
the Fourier transform of the correlation function:

vCsvd =E
0

1

dx fsxdvsxdCsv − vsxdd. s24d

As we show in Appendix D this correlation function is zero
for vø0.

The integral equation in Eq.s24d is difficult to solve ana-
lytically. However, we can find the asymptotic behavior of
Csvd by expanding invsxd. To lowest order we obtain a
first-order differential equation with the solution

Csvd , expF−
sv − c1d2

2c2
G , s25d

where we provide analytic expressions forc1 andc2 in Ap-
pendix D. This expansion gives us an analytic prediction for
the peak bias voltage, namelyc1, and the general behavior of
the correlation function at large bias voltages. We can inves-
tigate the behavior ofc1 in the two limiting cases when the
interlayer Coulomb interaction is much weaker than the in-
tralayer one and vice versa. We find that for thed@a0 limit,
c1 scales as 1/a0, and the width of the Coulomb barrier peak
Îc2 scales asÎc2,1/a0

2ÎB. This is the same phenomenologi-
cal behavior JK extract from their calculations. In the oppo-
site limit d!a0, we find thatc1,d2/a0

3 and Îc2,d/a0
3ÎB.

This limit is absent in the JK model. We should notice here
that in this regime the actual behavior of the system will be
significantly modified by coherence effects but those effects
will be pronounced at zero-bias. At finite bias values we see
from experimental results3 that the Coulomb barrier peak
survives, but it is “redshifted” significantly which, as we see,
our model is able to reproduce as a limiting behavior.

The importance of the asymptotic result lies on the insight
it provides on the tunneling current behavior. We use this
information to build anansatzfor the correlation function.
We are after a qualitative analytic expression that will cap-
ture the basic physics and reproduce the Gaussian asymptotic
behavior. We choose the followingansatz:

Csvd = Nvre−lv2
. s26d

As we show in Appendix E, this choice reproduces very
accurately the numerical solution of the equation which is
our strongest justification for using it. For the parameters
involved in this choice ofCsvd we develop a self-consistent
method of evaluation. This method is based on the moment
expansion ofCsvd. If we multiply differentiate Eq.s23d we
end up to the following moment equations:

E
0

`

dv Csvd = 2p, s27d

E
0

`

dv vCsvd = 2pc1, s28d

E
0

`

dv v2Csvd = 2psc2 + c1
2d. s29d

These are the three equations that our ansatz should obey
self-consistently. We show in Appendix E in more detail how
we extract the values forN, r, andl from them. Our theo-
retical value for the peak bias voltage can be easily calcu-
lated now from Eq.s26d. The result is

V0 =
1000"

e
Î r

2l
, s30d

where we have converted it to mV. In Fig. 1 we present the
results the moment expansion method produces. The theoret-
ical parameters are directly taken from the experiment.7 The
bilayer sample area isS=0.0625 mm2 and the single layer
electron density isn0=1.631011 cm−2. The perpendicular
magnetic field varies from 8 to 13.75 T and the Wigner crys-
tal lattice parameter has the valuea0.270 Å which corre-
sponds to the stable hexagonal lattice configurationsn0

=2/Î3a0
2d.15 The double well separation distance isd

=175 Å and the dielectric constant of GaAs ise=12.9e0
.1.14310−11 F/m. The transverse sound velocity for the
electron gas is given by15

cT .Î0.0363
e2

Î3ema0

. 53552 m/s. s31d

For the electron mass we use the electron effective mass
value in the GaAs backgroundm=0.067me. For theK pa-
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rameter we notice that by constructionK /n0 is a measure of
the energy density per electron due to the short range part of
the interlayer Coulomb interactions. So we assume it will
scale accordingly as

K

n0
= k

e2/4ped

pl2
, k . 0. s32d

The value ofk is a measure of the magnetophonon gap in
this system. Côté and collaborators have performed time-
dependent Hartree–Fock calculations investigating the mag-
netophonon dispersion relation and crystalline phases for the
bilayer system.16 They were able to provide us with ak
=0.0085 value. With this last piece of the puzzle in place we
are able to produce our analytic results for the tunneling
current shown in Fig. 1. As we see, the model captures the
qualitative behavior of the current and it accurately repro-
duces the experimental results for the peak bias voltages as-
sociated with different applied magnetic field values. Notice
though, that the pronounced experimental low bias
suppression7 is lifted in our case although present in the JK
model9 and in spectral weight calculations17 associated with
this bilayer system. We attribute this behavior to the very
small value ofk and mostly to the role of interlayer interac-
tions. In particular, as can be seen in Fig. 1, the Coulomb
blockade tends to be restored with increasing magnetic field
because the role of interlayer interactions is diminished in
that limit. We observe the same behavior as well when the
interlayer distanced is increased, which signifies the same
physical limit, where essentially the JK results are recovered.
We believe that in order to capture all quantitative character-
istics of the tunneling current for the whole range of bias
voltages one has to go beyond the continuum approximation
employed here.

Another way of calculating the correlation function is by
numerically integrating Eq.s24d. In Appendix E we report
analytically on this approach. The results we get are shown

in Fig. 3 and are very similar to the moment expansion re-
sults; the same applies for the peak bias values.

At this point we are in position to analytically investigate
how our solution behaves for different interlayer separation
distancesd. Notice that the dependence ind is introduced in
two places in our model, the one is the tunneling matrix
elementsT swhich depends exponentially ondd and the other
is through the long-range part of the interlayer Coulomb in-
teraction. Since we are interested in the latter only, we will
normalize theI –V curves for differentd values to the peak
current valuesthis has the effect of removing the tunneling
matrix element contributiond. According to experimental
results8 we expect to see a “redshift” in theI –V curves as-
sociated with the bounding interlayer exciton energy −e2/ed.
Our results are shown in Fig. 2 and as we see our model
captures this kind of important interlayer correlation physics.
According to our model, we can conclude that the effect of
the interlayer Coulomb interaction in the real system is two-
fold. First, the short-range correlations derived from the in-
terlayer interaction introduce a gap in the low frequency ex-
citations, which is well pronounced in the experimental
results,7 and second, the long-range effects of the interlayer
interactions “soften” the response of the bilayer system to
tunneling, through the exciton creation associated with tun-
neling events.

V. SUMMARY

We have introduced a model for tunneling in a bilayer
system in high magnetic fields, which explicitly includes the
interlayer interactions. The bilayer system of electrons is
modeled as two correlated Wigner crystals in the continuum
limit. The low energy collective modes of the crystals are
coupled to the tunneling electrons in the system, providing
an energy dissipation mechanism to relax the charge defect
produced by the tunneling event. This model allows for an
approximate analytic solution to the tunneling current prob-
lem that captures the basic experimental behavior of the tun-

FIG. 1. Tunneling current
curves for different magnetic field
values using the moment expan-
sion solution of Eq.s24d. The leg-
end shows the peak bias values
calculated by Eq.s30d.
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neling current curve and fairly accurately reproduces the
peak bias values for different applied magnetic field cases
along with the expectedI –V dependence with interlayer dis-
tanced. In the future we would like to find a way to include
coherence into the model and reproduce the zero bias peak
anomaly3 the tunneling current exhibits.
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APPENDIX A: SINGLE LAYER EIGENMODES

We have expressed the single layer dynamics by writing
down the Lagrangian of Eq.s2d. The canonical quantization
process is a textbook exercise where one has to solve the
Lagrange equation of motion for the fields, namely

üT + vcu̇L + vT
2uT = 0, sA1d

üL − vcu̇T + vL
2uL = 0. sA2d

Notice the effect that the magnetic field has in coupling the
otherwise orthogonal longitudinal and transverse zero field
eigenmodes. The above system of equations is easy to prove
that has eigenvalues given by Eq.s5d. The general solution
for the eigenmodes is of the form

uT = ATeiv+t + AT8e
−iv+t + BTeiv−t + BT8e

−iv−t, sA3d

uL = i
vcv+

v+
2 − vL

2 f− ATeiv+t + AT8e
−iv+tg

+ i
vcv−

v−
2 − vL

2 f− BTeiv−t + BT8e
−iv−tg, sA4d

whereAT, AT8 andBT, BT8 are the coefficients associated with
the creation and annihilation of the two modes, respectively.
These are directly related to the creation and annihilation
operators by the normalization condition. The way we reach
to the latter is by expressing all the higher derivative terms in
terms of the canonical displacements and the canonical mo-
menta at time equal to zero which obey the commutation
relations fui0

sqd ,pj0
sq8dg= i"di js2pd2d2sq−q8d. After a fair

amount of algebra we have convinced ourselves that the op-
erators obey the correct eigenmode commutation relation. By
applying the normalization condition we can reach the final
form of the eigenmode operators given bysimplicit q depen-
dence will be suppressed unless necessaryd

a1sqd = ã1Fvcv+

n0m
pL0

− ivc

v+
2 + vL

2

2
uL0

+ i
v+

2 − vL
2

n0m
pT0

+ v+Sv+
2 − vL

2 −
vc

2

2
DuT0

G , sA5d

FIG. 2. Normalized tunneling
current curves for different inter-
layer separation distancesd mea-
sured in Å.
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a2sqd = ã2F−
vcv−

n0m
pL0

+ ivc

v−
2 + vL

2

2
uL0

+ i
vL

2 − v−
2

n0m
pT0

+ v−SvL
2 − v−

2 +
vc

2

2
DuT0

G , sA6d

where they obeyfaisqd ,aj
†sq8dg=s2pd2d2sq−q8ddi j and

ã1 =Î mn0

2"v+sv+
2 − vL

2dsv+
2 − v−

2d
, sA7d

ã2 =Î mn0

2"v−svL
2 − v−

2dsv+
2 − v−

2d
. sA8d

We can finally express the displacement fields in terms of the
eigenmodes in Schrödinger’s representation as

uTsqd =Î "

2mn0sv+
2 − v−

2d
FÎv+

2 − vL
2

v+
sa1

† + a1d

+ÎvL
2 − v−

2

v−
sa2

† + a2dG , sA9d

uLsqd = iÎ "vc
2

2mn0sv+
2 − v−

2dFÎ v+

v+
2 − vL

2 sa1 − a1
†d

−Î v−

vL
2 − v−

2 sa2 − a2
†dG , sA10d

APPENDIX B: BILAYER EIGENMODES

Starting with Eq. s8d and introducing the in-phasev
=suB+uAd /2 and out-of-phaseu=uB−uA modes, we find
that the Lagrangian can be written asL=Lin+Lout, with

Lin = n0E d2q

s2pd2

1

2
s2mdfv̇L

2 + v̇T
2 + vcsv̇TvL − v̇LvTd

− vT
2vT

2 − OL
2vL

2g, sB1d

Lout = n0E d2q

s2pd2

1

2

m

2
fu̇L

2 + u̇T
2 + vcsu̇TuL − u̇LuTd

− VT
2uT

2 − VL
2uL

2g , sB2d

where

VT
2 = cT

2q2 +
2K

mn0
, sB3d

VL
2 = cL

2q2 +
2K

mn0
+

e2n0

2me
qs1 − e−qdd, sB4d

OL
2 = cL

2q2 +
e2n0

2me
qs1 + e−qdd, sB5d

OT = vT. sB6d

We see that the four modes have decoupled into two in-phase
swith total mass 2md and two out-of-phaseswith reduced

massm/2d modes that are governed by effective single layer
Lagrangian dynamics. Notice that the in-phase transverse
mode remained unchanged. In order to obtain the analytic
results for the out-of-phase modes displacement field opera-
tors we have to redefine the parameters in Eqs.sA5d–sA10d
asm→m/2, vT

2→VT
2, vL

2→VL
2 while for the in-phase mode

we havem→2m, vL
2→OL

2. The new eigenvaluesV± will be
given by Eq.s9d and a corresponding one from Eq.s5d for O±
when we carry out the above-mentioned frequency changes.
Notice that the mass in the cyclotron frequency formula does
not change in either case. We will use the operator form of
these eigenmodes to calculate below their coupling matrix
elements with the electrons in the system.

APPENDIX C: COLLECTIVE MODE COUPLING MATRIX

The coupling between a point charge with charge density
nesr d and a charge fluctuationdnsr d in either of the two
layers is given by

Hcpl =
e2

4pe
E d2r E d2rA

nesr ddnAsr Ad
ur − r Au

+
e2

4pe
E d2r E d2rB

nesr ddnBsr Bd
ur − r B − du

. sC1d

In the continuum approximation to lowest order we have
dnA=−n0= ·uA, and we can place the electron at the origin
so thatnesr d=ds2dsr d. After introducing the in-phase and out-
of-phase displacement fields and Fourier transforming, the
coupling becomes

Hcpl = scA
†cA − cB

†cBd E d2q

s2pd2

e2n0

4eq
s1 − e−qddiq ·u,

sC2d

where we have dropped a constant termswhich depends
uponvd. Next, we use the operator definition for the out-of-
phase displacement field found previously

uL = − i f 1a1
† + i f 1a1 − i f 2a2

† + i f 2a2, sC3d

where

f1 = vcÎ "

n0m

V+

sV+
2 − VL

2dsV+
2 − V−

2d
, sC4d

f2 = − vcÎ "

n0m

V−

sVL
2 − V−

2dsV+
2 − V−

2d
, sC5d

and the coupling term assumes the form of Eq.s15d, where
the matrix elements are given by

MsA= − MsB= −
e2n0

4e
s1 − e−dqdfs, sC6d

ands=1,2 refers to the two out-of-phase bilayer eigenmodes
but any summation on it is meant to include an integration in
q as well.
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APPENDIX D: CORRELATION FUNCTION

To calculate the correlation function given by Eq.s19d we
use the linked cluster expansion method.14 As it turns out
there is only one link involved in the exponential resumma-
tion of the series. As pointed out by JK, if we assume that the
tunneling events are faster than the relaxation time for WCs,
then the thermal averaging of the magnetomodes and the
tunneling electrons is statistically independent. The correla-
tion function becomes

I7std = T2ns1 − ndKTt expF−
i

"
E

0

t

dt8eiHit8/"

3sHf − Hide−iHit8/"GL sD1d

where

Hi = eA − DA + o
s

"VsSas
† −

iMsA

"Vs
DSas +

iMsA

"Vs
D , sD2d

Hf = eB − DB + o
s

"VsSas
† −

iMsB

"Vs
DSas +

iMsB

"Vs
D , sD3d

are the Hamiltonians of the system before and after a tunnel-
ing event, respectively. Using the linked cluster expansion
method we obtain the result of Eq.s21d, aside from an over-
all phase factorseB−DB−eA+DAdt /" which we assume to be
zero. As JK point out, this amounts to a complete Wigner
crystal relaxation after each tunneling event, where the po-
laron shiftsDA−DB defined by

DAsBd = o
a

uMaAsBdu2

"va

, sD4d

compensate the Madelung energieseB−eA of the interstitial
positions. Another point of interest is that as we see from Eq.
s22d the matrix elements of the electron coupling with the
collective modes of the system enter in the correlation func-
tion formula as a difference, so that the tunneling electron
only couples to the out-of-phase modes. When an electron
tunnels from one layer to the other the remaining electrons in
that layer have to fill in the hole; at the same time the elec-
trons in the receiving layer need to “open up” and create a
hole for the incoming electron, so we see that the relative
motion of the two charge densities should be out-of-phase
during a tunneling event.

Since the magnetoplasmons have a large gap in high fields
we only need to consider the magnetophonon matrix ele-
ment, which in the high magnetic field case will be given by

fsxd =
cvc

5

cT
8q0

6

xs1 − e−gxd2

d + x2 + 2a + bxs1 − e−gxd
1

Îx2 + a

3
1

fa + bxs1 − e−gxdg3/2

1

d − a − x2 . sD5d

For the magnetophonon frequency we will have

vsxd =
cT

2q0
2

vc

Îa + bxs1 − e−gxdÎx2 + a. sD6d

For convenience we have introduced dimensionless units for
the momentasx=q/q0d, and we have setcL=0. The param-
eters in Eqs.sD5d and sD6d are

c =
n0

8p"m
Se2

e
D2

, sD7d

a =
2K

mn0cT
2q0

2 =
k

2p2mcT
2

1

slq0d2

e2

ed
, sD8d

b =
e2n0

2emcT
2q0

, sD9d

g = dq0, sD10d

d = S vc

cTq0
D2

. sD11d

The parametera is dimensionless and gives a measure of the
magnetophonon gap. We have used Eq.s32d to produce the
final equation that defines it. The parameterg is dimension-
less and measures the relative interaction strength between
the interlayer and intralayer Coulomb interactions. The pa-
rameterb is dimensionless as well and does not depend on
the Wigner crystal lattice parametera0 as it turns out if the
dependence ofcT given by Eq.s31d is taken into account. In
order to derive the result for the asymptotic behavior of the
correlation function we have to Taylor-expandCsvd in-
volved in the integral of Eq.s24d in powers ofvsxd. It is
straightforward to show that to lowest order the first-order
differential equation we obtain has the Gaussian solution
given by Eq.s25d. The coefficients involved in the expansion
are given by

c1 =E
0

1

dx fsxdvsxd = c
vc

4

cT
6q0

4E
0

1

dx
xs1 − e−gxd2

d + x2 + 2a + bxs1 − e−gxd

3
1

a + bxs1 − e−gxd
1

d − a − x2 , sD12d

c2 =E
0

1

dx fsxdv2sxd

= c
vc

3

cT
4q0

2E
0

1

dx
xs1 − e−gxd2

d + x2 + 2a + bxs1 − e−gxd

3Î x2 + a

a + bxs1 − e−gxd
1

d − a − x2 . sD13d

As we mentioned in the text we can expand to one order
higher and analytically solve the differential equation as
well, but the correction will not be very useful since these
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results are valid only in the asymptotic region that a lowest
order calculation suffices to catch the essential characteris-
tics. In thed@a0 case we can ignore the exponentials in the
integrand of Eqs.sD12d and sD13d and as it turns out ac1
,1/a0 and Îc2,1/a0

2B scaling behavior emerges. In the
opposite limitd!a0, if we expand the exponentials in the
integrand of Eqs.sD12d and sD13d we find thatc1,d2/a0

3

andÎc2,d/a0
3B.

At this point we would like to justify the assumption that
the correlation function is zero for zero or negative bias volt-
age svø0d. By expanding the exponential in Eq.s24d and
interchanging summation with integration we can perform
the last integral that gives a delta function in the frequencies.
Since the magnetophonons are always positive definite
sgappedd we see that the correlation function

Csvd = 2pe−e0
1dxfsxdo

n=0

`
1

n!
E

0

1

dx1fsx1d ¯ E
0

1

dxnfsxnd

3dsv − vsx1d − ¯ − vsxndd sD14d

has to be zero for anyv less than the lowest possible mag-
netophonon frequency value.

With this last piece of information about the correlation
function we can proceed now into developing our method of
moment expansion. As we have already justified we use the
ansatz of Eq.s26d and the three different moments of the
correlation function given by Eqs.s27d–s29d. At this point it
is convenient to make a change of variablev=eV/1000"
to convert the argument ofCsvd into mV and define the
corresponding parameter in the exponent asL
=lse/1000"d2. By performing the integrals the three mo-
ment equations become

1

2
NS e

1000"
Dr+1

L−sr+1d/2GS r + 1

2
D = 2p, sD15d

1

2
NS e

1000"
Dr+2

L−sr+2d/2GS r + 2

2
D = 2pc1, sD16d

1

2
NS e

1000"
Dr+3

L−sr+3d/2GS r + 3

2
D = 2psc2 + c1

2d.

sD17d

We can divide Eqs.sD16d andsD17d by Eq. sD15d and then
equating the two we reach the self-consistent equation forr,
namely

G2S r + 2

2
D

GS r + 3

2
D =

GS r + 1

2
D

1 + c2/c1
2 . sD18d

We numerically solve Eq.sD18d and obtain a value forr.
The usual range ofr for the magnetic field values considered
is 1/2, r ,2. This can be regarded as an estimate for the
low-bias current power-low behavior. Havingr at hand we
can go back and evaluate the rest of the parameters. The final
form of the correlation function becomes

CsVd = NS e

1000"
Dr

Vre−LV2
, sD19d

whereV measures in mV. To obtain the peak bias value result
of Eq. s30d we find the root of the first derivative of the
above equation.

APPENDIX E: NUMERICAL INTEGRATION

We have numerically integrated the integral equation for
the correlation function in two different ways—first by a
direct integration of the integral equation and then by intro-
ducing the density of statesssimilar to the JK methodd. As

FIG. 3. Tunneling current
curves for different magnetic field
values produced by numerically
integrating Eq.s24d. The legend
shows the peak bias values ob-
tained with this approach. They
are in close agreement with the
analytic results.
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both methods give the same results we will only report on
the latter. The equation to be integrated is

zCszd =E
0

1

dx fsxd
vsxd
g0

CSz−
vsxd
g0

DuSz−
vsxd
g0

D ,

sE1d

where we have introduced the parameterg0=e/1000" to
convert the frequency argument of the correlation function
into mV. Before we proceed we should notice that the mag-
netophonon frequency is bounded in a regiona1øvsxd /g0

øa2 which means that the density of states is nonzero only
in that range. The values ofa1 and a2 are given by substi-
tuting x=0 andx=1 into Eq. sD6d, respectively. The upper
bounda2 appears due to the momentum cutoff we have in-
troduced. The final form for the correlation function integral
equation will be

Cszd =5
1

z
E

a1

z

dy gsydCsz− yd, a1 ø zø a2

1

z
E

a1

a2

dy gsydCsz− yd, zù a2, 6 sE2d

where the definition for the density of states is

gsyd = y1 fsxd
1

g0
Udvsxd

dx
U2

xsyd

, sE3d

and xsyd is the root of the equationvsxd=g0y. In this ap-
proach one has to “jump-start” the algorithm with an as-
sumption for the low bias points. We can show that for small
frequenciessbut greater than the lower magnetophonon
boundd the correlation function will have az−a1 behavior. In
Fig. 3 we show our results for the tunneling current using
this method. As we see the qualitative behavior of the tun-
neling current is very similar to our analytic result, and the
peak bias values are similar as well.
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